Historical Digital Archives

This page enables you to browse all of the available support documentation related to searching Historical Digital Archives on EBSCOhost.

• **Historical Digital Archives - User Guide**

  This user guide provides step-by-step instructions on how to use the EBSCO's Digital Archives Collections, including the EBSCOhost Digital Archives Viewer.

  ◦ Searching Historical Digital Archives
  ◦ Using the EBSCOhost Digital Archives Viewer

  See all »

• **Historical Digital Archives - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)**

  This guide features the available Frequently Asked Questions and Demonstration Searches related to Historical Digital Archives on EBSCOhost.

  ◦ American Antiquarian Society (AAS) Historical Periodicals Collections - Demonstration Searches
  ◦ American Antiquarian Society (AAS) Historical Periodicals Collections - FAQs
  ◦ American Antiquarian Society Historical Periodicals Collections (Subsets)
  ◦ African American Historical Serials Collection FAQs
  ◦ Architectural Digest - FAQs
  ◦ American Theological Library Association (ATLA) Historical Monographs Collections - Demonstration Searches
  ◦ American Theological Library Association (ATLA) Historical Monographs Collections - FAQs
  ◦ Civil War Primary Source Documents - FAQs
European Views of the Americas: 1493 to 1750 - Demonstration Searches

- Gateway to North America: The People, Places, and Organizations of 19th-Century New York FAQs
- Historical Digital Archives - Features and Functionality FAQs
- Revolutionary War Era Orderly Books from the New-York Historical Society FAQs
- What subjects and themes are addressed in the European Views of the Americas: 1493 to 1750 database?
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- **Historical Digital Archives - Training & Promotion**

This guide features the available training and promotion items for Historical Digital Archives, including a tutorial featuring step-by-step instructions on how to search.

- EBSCOhost Digital Archives Viewer - Tutorial
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